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ABSTRACT

Continued full scale wave and stress measurements were conducted
on a 1000 ft Great Lakes ore carrier to increase the 1979 trials data
base. The need for a larger dae.a base was decided based on the limited
agreeaent between the full scale results from the 1979 trials and
analytical predictions.

Also as part of the 1981 trials effort a hull girder calibration
was performed which came within 1OZ of the expected results. A check
of the calculated neutral axis ..hownd very good agreement with the
neutral axis location of the calibrated stresses. Limited funding
prevented all of the data from being analyzed, except for the hull
girder calibration which is presented. This report is therefore a
summary of the 1981 springing r&,pons. trials with descriptions of
the changes made since the 1979 trials, the data runs taken, and a
discussion of the bull girder calibration. No trials data, except
for the hull girder calibration, is presented.

ADKINISTEATIVE DNMORMATION

The work described herein was performed by the Ship Structures Division at the

David Taylor Naval Ship R&D Center (DTNSRDC) under fuuds provided by the U.S. Coast

Guard KIP-Z-70099-8-85117 under work unit 1730-603.

INTRODUCTI0

This report is an account of the 1981 effort into the continued investigation

of springing responses on the Great Lakes ore carrier H/V STEWART J. CORT. In tt a

fall 1979. full scale trials were conducted on the COlT from which response amplitude

operators (1,A0's) were developed between midship stress and wave height measure-

-P "A * "=ra -..... .. U s cmputed by the American

Bureau of Shipping (ABS) and Webb Institute of Naval Architecture. These initial

comparisons did not completely agree in some cases, indicating the need to more fully

understand the structural response of Great Lakes ore carriers. The 1981 trials

were intended to continue the measureuent of midship stresses and wave height, and

generate a larger data base of lAO's for comparison with the analytical predictions.

Rsferences are listed on page 17
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The overall objective of the research effort is to accurately predict springing and

wave induced rasponses of ore carriers so that the longitudinal strength standards

can be validated, to insure adequate longitudinal strength for longer (than 750 ft)

ore carriers.

TZST OBJCTIVES

The original test objectives of the fall 1981 trials season of simultaneous wave

and stress measurements were to:

1, Continue simultaneous full scale measurements of wave and stress during the

1981 fall shipping season.

2. Continue the data analysis and develop RAO's using the midship deck stress

and the collins radar altimeter.

3. To complete the springing itaearch h:c CO" twT A to arrvit at sows

specific conclusions concerning wave induced and springing stress combination.

As part of the approach to arrive at the above objectives, a static vertical

calibretion of the ships hull girder was to be performed at sow tim durinX the

trials season. The results of this calibration were to be used to obtain a relation-

ship between applied banding moment and stresses in the deck and keel, and to offer

a check of the actual neutral axis against the calculated neutral axis and section

moduli.

The rest iva: u--e revie4-. whan funds remaining to complete the project

became unavailable. As per sponsor request, simultaneous full scale weasurements

of wave and stress during the 1981 fall season were to continue and the static

calibration of the bull girdtr voulO be performed, in lieu of generating lAO's

between the midship stresr-s and measured wave height. The idea being that the

data, once collected, could be analyzed at a later date when funds became available.

The wtatic hull girdar calibration data was analyzed and the results are presented

2
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in Appendir A of this report. Also included in the report is a sumary of the trials

preparation, full scale trials and the bull girder calibration. Information on the

calibration of all tranducers used in these trials is given in Appendix B and a list

of the header logs for each of the runs taken is presented in Appendix C. These

header logs contain the ship conditions (speed, heading, location and draft) and the

wind and wave conditions existing at the start of each run.

FALL 1981 FULL SCALE MASUREMENTS

EA.SUREKENTS AND INSTRUMENTATION

The 1981 fall trials were a continuation of the 1979 trials effort; the primary

measurements being aidship vertical bending stresses and wave height, both of which

are used -o calculate Ont RAO'.. , - -;=zheght, m8srt-a't *vst.n- uaed in

the 1979 trials were used again during the 1981 trials. Both were configured and

installed by the Naval Research Laboratory. The first, a Collins Radar Altimeter

was mounted on a bocr- which extended about 4.5 meters off the ships bow. The second,

a microwave radar unit was mounted on the port side on top of the pilot house.

As will be described later, the NRL microwave radar unit develoed problems

early in the trials and stopped functioning altogether, exhibiting continuous loss

of signal. All wave height data is therefore based on the collias radar altimeter

m. asurGa .

A total list of transducer measurements is given in Table 1. and shown in

Figures 1 through 3. The list includes midship stresses (main deck bottom and

lateral banding and torsion), wave height, nd corresponding vertical and horizontal

accelerations of the wave height measuring units.

The major changes between the 1979 trials and 1981 trials, beaides the static

hull girder calibration are that, in 1981;

3
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TABLE 1 - MEASUR] UD FOR H/V S .J. CORT FULL SCALE TRIALS

1. MICRO-WAVE RADAR*

2. COLLINS RA.DAR*

3. BOWI VERTICAL ACCELERATION (AT OLLI'NS)*

A. BOW HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION~ (AT COLLINS)*.

5, 30W VERTICAL ACCELERATIQN (AT MICRO-WAVE)*

6. BOW HORIZONTAL ACCELERATION (AT MICRO-WAVE)*

7. IDSHIP DECK VERTICAL BENDING STRESS (CO4BINEtD)

S. MIDSHIP DECK VERTICAL BENDING STRESS (WAVE IX-DUCED)

10. HIDSRIP BOTTCh VERTICAL BENDIM STRESS (COM3INED)

11. ?aDSHIP L.ATERAkL B5ENDING STRESS

12. MIDSHIP TORSIONAL STRESS

SNRL INSTALLED MEASURE S .

4
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,CP.OwAVf PkADA4
Vt KY. I MOMI. ACCX646.

act cariuTilk
NAL %tSImAl.Como.

C L(NS RADAR

LOCATIONS FOR C014UTER, SIGNiAL COUDXTIONING,1
AND WAVE MIEASURING SYSTEKS

Figure 2 -Forward Se ctioni with Wave Measuring Devicesa nd Instrumentationi
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MAIN DECK BENDING GAGES
MIDSHIP SECTION

r

NOTE: ALL GAGES LOCATED MIDWAYBETWEEN TRANSVERSE FRAMES
EXCEPT BOTTOM BENDING GAGES
WRICH ARE LOCATED AT .211
Z TRANSVERSE FRAME SPACING r

FROM THE TRANSVERSE FRAMETO ELZMUTE LO-rAL BENDING.

E.,

L?

J 'J

TORSION
"GAGES

.1..

SGAGES1T T , T
GAGES LOCATED SIMILLY BEDING

ON OPPOSITE SILE GAGE

Figure 3 - Midship Strain Gage Locations
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1. Pull scale pressure measurements in the bo were not recorded. The

pressure transducers were removed and replaced with plugs early in 1981 while the

CORT was laid up for the winter.

2. Midship motions (pitch, roll, md heave) were wt easured and,

3. Buoy wave height measurements were ouitted, since the collins radar

altlzeter and the microwave radar units mre validated (using the 1979 trials buoy

data and buoy data obtained again in 1980 by the Coast Guard see Reference 2) using

helicopter deployed buoys.

A shakedown trial we conducted on the CORT during the sumner of 1981 to

reestablish t!e entire data collec-oan and analysis syctem in preparation for the

fall trials.

Problams with tLe keel strain gages (which had begun to drift tovard the end of

..1979 ul".. ra.i.a, 0n-- ozv Af -- Ar AvnAfr _ara& (which failed during

the 1980 Coast Guard wave height correlation tests) dictated a partial reinstrumen-

tation ef the CORT prior to any data collectioL.

All main deck ad keel strain gages located at midships were replaced, and

duplicate gages were placed In the saw vicinity and orientation as backups.

The main deck gages and spares were placed in a dyadic configuration approxi-

mately on foot forward of the gages used in the fall 1979 trials. The bottom

bending gages and spares were placed on the top of the stiffener on the bottoa

,ie.i-v. h.rauma of water lyin on the plating surface. The bottom bending gages

are in the same location as those used in the 1979 trials to eliminate local

beuding (i.e. 0.211 x transverse frame spacing).

The midship torsion and lateral bending strain gages, although not replaced,

showed desired high rosistance t4 ground and proper resistance through the gages

theuelves. The lateral bending gages are also laid out in a dyadic configuration.

8
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All strain bridges, accelaroseters, and wave height radar nits vre calibrated

and functioning properly at the beginning of the 1981 trials (Appendix 3 gives

details of transducer calibrations). The IRL microvave radar unit, when turned on,

displayed the usual peaked oscilloscope display; although not specifically

calibratr.. a b'.ard, it is assumed working properly when the peaked oscilloscope

display is seen. Occasional sigmAl drop-out occurred as the NRL microwave radar

unit vas tracking approximately 2 foot waves.

The PDP 11/03 computer, which was used to control the collection and storage of

the digitized data on magnetic tape, was loaded on board at the end of the shake-

dowm trials. At this time the computer vas not fully operational in that it was

unable to collect, new data but was able to reduce and Analyze previously collected

data. An attempt was made to identify and correct the computer problem before the

fall trials began but the results did not confirm the computer would be operational

by the start of the trials. As a precautionary measure, an analog tape recorder was

brought on board and added to the instrumentation package at the start of the fall

trials as backup to the digital tape system. The prohlems affectirg the computer

were identified and corrected during the first few days of the dedicated trials.

DATA COLLECTION

Over fifty data runs of 25 minute duration each were collected on board the

CORT. The data collected consisted of roughly an even mixture of head and oblique

sea headings. Most of the rougher weather was encountered in oblique sea conditions.

On the last day of trials, however, when rough following seas prevented the ship from

entering Burns Rarbor, the Captain turned the ship around and headed back up Lake

Michigan, allowing a series of head and bow sea runs to be recorded. Although the

ship was traveling at a reduced speed, the waves were probably the highest and

longest of any data runs collected during the 1979 and 1981 trials.

9
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host runs (Run* 1-4.0) were recorded on oscillograph traces to check for data

consistency as yell U being recorded on analog and digital tape. The rmaining

runs (41-57) were only recorded oan digital tape and oscillograph traces.

The NRL sicrowave radar unit coased functioning at the beginning of the trials

and exhibited the se signal loss and dropout characteristics as it did during the

1979 trials, Daily attempts to bring the unit sp and working failed, and subs&-

quently no wave height data from the NRL microwave unit were collected. The hori-

zontal accelerometer mounted on the NRL microwave unit began functioning unreliably

after run #9.

The runs recorded on digital tape were digitized at 5 samples per second, (10

saples per second was used in 1979 to be coapatable with the N sicrowave digital

establish an effective digitizing rate of 5 samples per second).

Since the NRL microwave radar unit was not f'mctioning properly, the digitizing

rate was set at 5 samples per second, and every data point would be used In the

data analysis, thus reducing the number of data points being handled and the amount

of computer tim required for data analysis. A sample rate of 5 samples per second

still adequately defines the frequencies of interest for this vessel.

The Collins radar unit exhibited soti drop out (loss of return radar signal),

but these occurred very Infrequently. T.he ;ig&nal -f _p ,t ia none-the-less

compensated for in the software (if less than 2 seconds in duration) by linearly

counecting the last data point before the dropout with the next data point after

the dropout, and interpolating the missing data points before proceeding with the

analysis. If the drop out is more thsr 2 seconds in duration the software prints

a statement to that effect and stops the analysis.

10
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A description of the data format used to store thc data on the digital

magnetic tape can be found In Appendix B of Reference 1..

STATIC CALIBRATION

As part o& the fall 1981 full scale trials effort, a longitudinal hull girder

bending moment calibration of the COR was performed. During the 1981 season only

one calibration was performed due to ship schedule. Mbre than one would have been

attempted had the opportunity to do so become available. The purpose of this

calibration was to establish a relationship between a statically applied beading

moment and the response of the main deck and bottom bending strain gages. In this

way, induced bending moments can be derived from strains measured during the fall

1981 shipping season. The results of this calibration were also used as a check

against the calculated neutral axis and section moduli.

The czlibration was performed by selectively changing ballast in the seven

middle ballast tanks as outlined in Reference 3. With minimal interference to

the ships schedule, the calibration was performed dockside at burns Harbor with

the ship initially in the code 1 ballast condition ready for departure.

The whole calibration took approximately 3 hours, starting at 1730 hours with

the initial code 1 ballast condition, to the specified calibration ballast condition

I ' and then back again to the code 1 ballast condition.

Through the two step calibration, the main deck, bottom bending and torsional

strain bridges were monitored, in addition to the draft meters (forward, saidships,

and aft), temperature (deck, air, and water) and athwartship trim lights located on

the engine room deckhouse. The torsion bridge output and the trim lights indicated

the second step was not fully complete as the ship was preparing for departure, and

was therefore not used In the calculations.
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The weather conditions during the calibration were overcast -uring the day with

drizoling rain beginning in the late afternoon and coutining through the night.

The main deck and keel (water) teaperstures (380 and 44o Fahrenheit respectively)

renained constant during the calibration, with the air temperature fluctuating only

one degree Fahrenheit (370 to 36). Since the main deck and water temperatures

remained constant during the calibration, any effect of diurnal stresies on the

calibration was assumed to be negligible.

The ballast level in eash ballast tank was checked by looking down the scuttle

hatch at the top of the tank and counting doun the number of ladder rungs to the

ballast surface. The rungs are spaced one foot apart, the first rung being one foot

off tb. bottom of the tank, and the top rung being twuty seven feet off the bottom.

When the ballast in each of the tanks was at the specified level, the lines

nolding t- atp to tb-- do- at,& Ara w% that the friction between the ship end

dock would not interfere with the calibration. Voltage outputs from the Main deck

bending, bottom bending and torsion bridges were than monitored at the signal

conditioning in the forward machinery room, the terminal strip on the back of the

computer, and were recorded on digital tape. All three voltage readings were

consistent, at each step of the calibration. Shunt calibrations of the strain gage

circuits were also performed at each of the calibration steps to insure the signal

conditioning, ampli'.ers, etc. were vorking properly.

The - ln was not intended to trim or change draft, but the change in draft

readings indicated by the ships draft gages, shoved that it did set slightly deeper

in the water and trimed slightly by the bow, comparing the change from the initial

code I ballast condition to the calibration ballast condition. Drafts wre initially

12'6- FWD, 16'3- AHID, 20'6" Art and changed to 12'7 1/2" FD, 16'8 1/2" AMID and

20'3" aft at the calibration ballast condition. Some change in draft readings is

12
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attributable to bending of the hull due to the induced loading, as viii be discussed

].ater, as well as the combined effects of the free water surface of the ballast and

the accuracy to which the ballast can be loaded to the nominal specified depth. The

remaining changes are felt to be errors in the draft gage readings themselves, as

will be discussed later in Appendix A. The effects of these changes were taken into

account in the calculations and plots given In Appendix A.

The bending moment, based on the nominal change in ballast, draft and trim was

found to be bounded between 235,100 and 198,000 Ft-Ltonu (SAG) at the gage locations.

Based on the voltage outputs from the main deck and keel bending strain bridges,

the gages read stresses of 5.125 ksi compression in the deck plating and 4.437 ksit

tension on top of the bottom plating stiffener, corresponding to an average bending

moment of 217,836 Ft-Ltons (SAG).

Comparing the average bending moment obtained from the strain gags outputs with

the actual applied bending moment limits based on the nominal ballast changes and

corrected for any draft and trim charges, the actual comes within 10% of that seen

by the main deck and bottom bending strain gages.

The neutral axis location was calculated to be 23.01 ft above the baseline, and

based on the recorded stresses during the calib-ation, was found to be located 23.10

feet above the baseline; a very good coaparison.

It should be kept in mind that the above calculations relating stress at a

point on the cross section of the ship with Lhe handing moment acting on that cross

section assumed a uniform stress distribution along the width of the ship, with

little or no lateral restraint,

The eaffects of a non-uniform stress distribution (shear I-g effect) wuld

produce slightly higher than nominal stresses near the edges of the ship (where

the strain gages are located) and near the edges of the cargo hatches due to the

13



- louitu.dinal kThaads, ith sligh y lower than nominal stresses occurring at the

mid points. The material between the hatchs is assumed to be ineffective in

carrying load. The actual shape and magnitude of the stress distribution across

the width of the ship with respect to the nominal stress is not known, but could

be determined from a simple finite element model.

The effects of still tolerances, which on the average produces plating and

scantlings slightly above the nominal dimensions, can slightly reduce measured

responses below the nominal calculated values.

Soma error we undoubtably introduced in ballasting the tanks to the nominal

specified levels, due not only to the difficulty of sighting the water level

down inside the tanks, but also the effect of the size of the tanks (large surface

area) has on the ballast viight based on the depth readings.

Another factor to be considered in the comparison would be electronic drift of

the instrumentation when readings are taken with respect to the same initial

reference over a long period of time.

SuoqAt' AND ECOMMENDATIONS

Dedicated fall trials have been coaplated for the 1981 shipping season. Over

fifty data runs of 25 minute duration each were collected on board the CMRT. The

data collected contains roughly an even mixture of head, bow and oblique sea

headings. Mest of the rougher weather was encountered in oblique seas, except for

a series of 'e.d a"- n__ r obtained on the last lq of trials in very rough

seas. Most of the data remains to be analyzed due a change in project objectives

and available funding.

As part of the fall 1981 trials effort, a longitudinal hull girder bending

moment calibration of the Coxr was performed by recording hull strains while making

14
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known changes in the ship's ballast condition. The actual bending meant, after

being corrected for change* in the buoyancy distribution caused by the deflected

shape and slight draft and trim change, agreed to within 10% of the average seen

by the main deck and bottom bending *train gages.

The correction due to the buoyancy distribution was found to be bettren 15.5%

and 28.8Z of the uncorrected bending moment distribution. The measured stresses

show this correction to be 21.7%.

Possible explanations for the 10% disagreement include the eoffect of shear lag

in the plating, which sheds load from the unsupporred sections of the plate to the

edges which are supported by .longizudinal bulkheads, effectively increasing the

-.. ._. in tho"e. araaa mill tolerances of plating end scantlings which can be

slightly above nominal; error introduced from the draft gage readings; error intro-

duced in ballasting the tanks to specified levels due to the large size of the tanks

and the difficulties in sighting t1e depth from the scuttle hatch at the top of the

tank; and errors inherent in any electronic sfgal conditioning when readings are

taken with respect to the same initial reference over a long period of tie.

A comparison of the calculated neutral axis location, 23.01 feet above the

base line and the neutral axis location determined experimentally during the hull

girder calibration, 23.10 feet above the base line shows very good agreeaent,

To establish some definite conclusions about spriging aid wave induced

stresses, (their combination to produce a maximm, consistency of the theoretical

and measured RAO'a, assymetry of the aeasored main deck and bottom beading time

history data4 ,5 ), a concerted effort is recommended to red.ce and analyze the

remaining data collected during the 1981 trials, and along with the data collected

during the 1979 trials, be comared and collectively analyzed.

-4
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Included In t is effort, in addition to developing RAO's, histogreas of the

vertical bending channels (main deck combined, wave induced, springing, and bottom

bending) should be anlysrd to deLeralae their actual distribution, which is

important when maximum expected values are deterained from the area under the

response spectre.

A brief analysis of soam of the data collected early in the 1981 trials

sugests the distribution of the data is not quita a Rayleigh distribution as was

initially assumed, but rather a sore general %eibull distribution, (of which a

Rayleigh distribution is a specific form).

At the end of the 1981 trials season, all instrumentation and equipment

associated with these trials was removed, and the CORT was restored to pre-trials

condition. The digital data tapes will be skiilable at DTNSRDC for future analysis.
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APPENDIX A
STATIC CALIBRATION CALCULATIONS

The bending moment produced from the change in ballast loading has to be

corrected to account for the change in buoyancy distribution reacting any change

in trim, draft or deflected shape. This net bending moent, the bending moment due

to the change in ballast minus the bending moment due to the change in buoyancy

distribution, is the actual bending moment being applied to the ship.

Although the ship was not intended to trim or change draft, the draft readings

indicated that it did set slightly deeper in the water and trim slightly by the

bow. Slight changes ca attributed to the bending of the hull due to the induced

loading as well as the combined effect of the free water surface in the ballast tank

and the accuracy to which the ballast can be loaded to the nominal specified depth,

and are accounted for in the calculations. The draft readings themelves are also

felt to be slightly in error, as will be discussed later. Overall trim, i.e.

nominally 8 ft by the stern, appears to be correct.

The calculations are based on the initial assumption that the draft meters were

reading the draft accurately. The draft meters are located 447.92' fwd ,33.67'

fwd 0 and 425.251 aftI ; and initially read 12'60 fwd, 16'3" amid, 20'6' aft and

changed to 12' 7 1/2" fwd, 1618 1/2" mid, and 20'3" aft at the calibration ballast

condition.

The overall trim of the CORT, in the initial ballast condition, indicated by

the fore and aft draft gages was 8 ft by the stern, which gives a ballast depth

differential of 0.88 ft inside each ballast tank, the ballast level at the aft end

of the tank being 0.88 ft deeper than the forward end.

The overall trim of the CORT, in the calibration ballast condition, was 7' 7

1/2" by the stern, which gave a ballast depth differential of .84 ft inside each

ballast tank. Taking the specified depth at the ladder (located 10 1/2 feet from
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the aft And of the tank) to be the nominal depth of ballast in the tank, see Table

Al, the ballast depth at the fore and aft ends of each tank could be determined, and

an average weight of ballast calculated for each tank at the iatial and calibration

ballast conditions. The difference between the two conditions is the nominal

calibration loading, which is nearly 300 Ltons of excess weight, the calibration

condition being heavier than the initial condition. By integrating the change in

load diagram once, the shear force diagram is developed. Tntegrating once again,

the bending moment diagram due to the change in ballast loading is developed. For

the sake of comparison, the banding wment diagram due only to the change in ballast

loading is shown in Figure Al. This is not the only bending moment that is acting

on the ship. There is a reaction due to the change in buoyancy distribution

corresponding to the deflected shape, and change in trim and draft of the ship.

Using the IDC-iuiag aaant dazz =1-, t-- thm thinae in loading as a starting point,

an approximate deflected shape was obtained by integrating the bending moment

distribution twice; the stiffness El, was assumed to be constant along the length of

the ship. The deflection curve thus obtained va forced to fit through the three

changes in draft readings and indicates the change in draft along the length of the

ship, which was used to obtain a change in buoyancy diagram.

The ship was divided up into twenty stations of fifty foot lengths, and the

average buoyancy force was calculated at the midpoint of each station. By adding

" h= ... A d4.,r ,d ton r the change in ballast loading (sag aLidships) to the load

diagram due to the buoyancy reaction of the loading (hog amidships) the first

iteration to the actual load acting on the ship was obtained. Integrating the

change n load diagram once gave the shear force diagram, and integrating twice

gave the bending moment diagram due to the combined buoyancy reaction and change in

the ballast loading acting on the ship.

20



This new bending maant diagram was ihen integrated twice to obtain a nev

deflected shape, which in turn was used to obtain a noew change in buoyancy distri-

bution. When added to the load diagram due to the change in ballast loading, new

shear and moment diagrams due to the combined load distribution were obtained. Each

cycle of the iteration gave a slightly better estimate of the deflected shape. The

deflection diagram due to the combined load distribution wera found to be quite

insensitive to each successive iteration; converging to nearly the same values

after each iteration. Each time there was found to be about 600 Ltons of excess

buoyancy at an LCG of about 170 ft NWDi . The mount of excess weight from the

free surfaze effect of the ballast loading, about 300 Ltons, at a LCG of about

11 ft FWD A had already been accounted for. The remaining 300 Ltons, difference

(laas than 4 1 of the total ballast change), was considered to be partially the

effect of the actual ballast depth with respect to the specified nominal ballast

depths, the accuracy to which the ballast can be added to the tanks and partially

the effect of the nominal draft readings.

It seems most likely, from the discrepancy in the LCG locations of the change

in ballast and resulting buoyancy distributions, that most of the error is due to

the draft readings (particularly the forward reading) since the LCG of the

buoyancy distribution disagrees the most from the nominal expected values.

Further, for example, even if the actual ballast depths were off by as much

as 1 1/2 inches from the specified levels in the tanks, in both the initial and

final condition, in such a way as to shift the LCG of the ballast forward toward

the LO of the buoyancy reaction, the ballast weight only increases to 393.4 Ltons

and the LCG of the ballast moves to 55.36 ft FWD 1.

A solution wa therefore obtained by bounding the problm within upper and

lower limits. A lower limit was obtained by using the measured draft readings,
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even though wert felt to they contain @oe rrtr, s-n4 %~ing the bove 9uPecifted

chanes in ballast (corrected for te free surface effect) conservatively assuming

them to be off by as such as 1 1/2 inches, so that the LOG of the ballast would be

closer to that of the buoyancy distribution. The moment diagrm wa forced to

close, effectively forcing equilibrium. Nven this conservative lower limit

(198,000 Ft-Lton at the gage location) Is vithin 10Z of the measured value. See

Figure Al for bending moment distribution. It should be noted that as the LCG's of

the ballast and buoyancy distributions approarh each other, the bending moment

diagram approaches the measured value.

An upper limit was obtained by c4lculating a reactive buoyAncy distribution to

match the change in ballast distribution (corrected for the free surface effect) and

using these distributions to obtain a moment diagram. The firot estimate of the

buoyancy distribution was obtained by substituting the measured stresses into equa-

tions I and 2 of reference 6 which relate midship stress in term of midpoint to bow

or stern deflection, averaging the results and scaling the previous deflected shape.

Sabsequnt deflections were obtained by integrating the shear and bending moment

diagram (see reference 7 for details) of the combined ballast and buoyancy loadings

to obtain a consistent midpoint to bow or stern deflection. The resulting deflected

shape was than positioned using the TPI and HTI obtained from the ships hydrostatic

plans for a mean draft of 16'6' (TPI-224.5 Ltons/in and K(r-16,150 Ft-Ltons/in) to

achieve equilibrium between the change in ballast loads and the change in buoyancy

reaction. This upper limit (235,100 Ft-Ltons at the gage location) is within 8Z of

the measured value. See figure Al for the upper limit bending moment distribution.

BENDING HomZwr CALCULATIONS FROM STRAIN GAGE READINGS

Changes in stress were monitored from the main deck and bottom bending strain

gages as the ballast in the middle seven ballast tanks was changed from the initial
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code I ballast condition to the calibration ballast condition (the torsion pg.s

were also monitored but had a negligible change in output voltage, " expected).4

A change in stress of 5.125 ksi compression and 4.437 ksi tension were

recorded from the main deck and bottom bending strain gages respectively. The

deck gages were located on top of the deck plating and the bottom gagea were

located ou top of the stiffener on the bottom plating (.67 feet above the outside

bottom plating). The section properties given in Reference 2 were recalculated

with greater accuracy and are given in Table A2. Based on the recalculated section

properties of the midship cross section, these changes in stress can. be converted

to a bending moment. Assuming the stress distribution along tha width of the ship

to be uniform when a vertical bending moment ia applied, the vertical bending moment

based on the recorded changes in stress were found to be 217,055 Ft-Ltons and

218,619 Ft-Ltons for the deck and bottom bending -ages respectively. The average

.vertical bending moeit based on the nutput from the strain gages is therefore

217,835 ft-Ltons (sag).

Comparing the actual vertical bending moment calcalated from the nominal

ballast loading and draft readings with that obtained from the strain gage outputs,

the actual bending moments come within IOZ of the bending moment obtained from the

strain gage outputs.

As a comparison of the upper and lower limit curves, and the measured bending

moment shown between them on Figure Al, it is seen that the upper limit curve

employs a 15.5Z correction, due to buoyancy, of the untorrected bending moment

curves shown in Figure Al; the lower limit curve, a 28.8Z correction; and the

mer&ured bending moment, between the two lin'ts, a 21.71 correction due to the

change in buoyancy distribution which is a coubine-ion of deflection, sinkage and

trim.
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As a check on the calculated neutral axis (calculated to be 23.01 ft abov the

outside bottom plating, or baseline) the stresses recorded duriag the calibration

were used to determine the measured neutral axis location. With a compressive

stress of 5,125 kta located 49 feet above the baseline and a tensile stress of

4.437 kai located 0.67 feet above the baseline, the location of zero stress or the

neutral axis is found to be 23.10 feet above the baseline, which agrees fairly well

with the calculated neutral axis location.

24I
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TABLE Al - SOUNDING DEPTHS OF TANK BALLAST
BEFORE AND DURING CALIBRATION

TANK SOUNDING (FT) SOUNDING (FT)
(SHIP IN BALLAST COE 1) (DURING CALIBRAITON)

1 16 16

2 14 1

3 15 22

4 25 FULL

5 26 FULL

6 25 FULL

7 21 FULL

8 21 9.5

9 21 21

TABLE A2 - INRTTAL PROPERTIES AT QORT MIDSHIP SECTION*

MOMENT OF INERTIA ABOUT N.A. 2465640 IN2 FT2

DISTANCE FROM N.A. TO DECK 25.99 FT

DISTANCE FROM N.A. TO KEEL 23.01 PT

SECTION MODULUS DECK 94832 IN2FT

SECTION MODULUS KEEL 107202 IN2FT

Calculations are based on scantling dimensions shown on Erie Marine Inc.
Drawing 1.01-S1i-11-6 "Midship Section Final."
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APPENDIX B

TRANSDUCER CALIBRATIONS AND SENSITIVITIES

The measurements listed in Table 1 of the text consist of stress, wave height

and acceleration, each of which were calibrated periodically to check their

sensitivities, the ratio of engineering units to output voltage, and insure they

were operating properly.

The four strain bridge channels (main deck, bottom and lateral bending and

torsion) were electrically calibrated with shunt resistors. Each of the strain.

gages were wired up in a Wheatstone Bridge circuit with active strain gages and

dummy resistors as shown in Figures B1, B2, B3 and B4. The main deck and lateral

bending gages were mounted in 2 dyadic configuration on the hull plating; the

------ ,--- -- -O -- 0 .4- .- - .

the top of the bottom plating stiffener at the local bending inflection points.

The calibrations were performed by placing shunt resistors in parallel with

the strain gages to simulate a compressive strain in that arm of the bridge. These

shunt calibrations were performed at the gage site initially to obtain the true

sensitivity and daily thereafter at the instrumentation site in the forward

machinery room. The output voltages compared well with the calculated values,

indicating the signal conditioning and amplifiers were all working properly. The

transducer output voltages for the strain gages based on shunt calibrations at

the gage site are also included in Figures BI through 14.

The main deck bending signal was filtered into its wave induced and springing

components to assess the relative magnitudes of the stresses as an aid in

determining when to take data runs. The wave induced component was produced by

low pass filtering the main deck bending signal with a cutoff frequency of 0.2 Rz,

and the springing component by high pass filtering the main deck bending signal

with a cutoff frequency of 0.25 Hz. Each of the two filtered channels employed two

27
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48 lb/octave Khronhite variable filters, which iare cascaded to provide a 96 db/

octave rolloff. The filter characteristics, phase lag and attenuation as a function

of normalized frequency with respect to cutoff frequency, were calibrated at DTNSRDC

with a function generator and frequency counter and are given in Figures 35 and B6.

Each of the four strain channels were initially filtezed at the signal conditiondg

using low pass 2 pole Dutterworth filters with a 12 db/octeve rolloff and a cutoff

frequency of 10 z.

ACCELEROMETERS

The vertical and horizoutal accelerometers mounted on each of the wave

measuring units were installed by NFL with the sensitivities given in Table 31.

The transducers were periodically calibrated (in port with calm conditions) by

tilting them at various angles to simulate fractious of gravitational acceleration

and measuring the output voltage to assure that they were still functioning as

calibrated in the NRL lab. The accelerometer signals were filtered at 4 Rz at the

MRL instrumentation using a 4-pole Bessel filtdr.

COLLINS ALTIMETEE

The Collinu Radar Altimeter was calibrated, to insure It was functioning

properly, when the ship was in port, and In calm water. The antenna horns, which

were angled outward at 250 from the vertical during data runs, were angled down

vertically for the calibrations. The calibration consisted of monitoring the change

in output voltage as the horns, attached to the boom, were swung jut over the water

and clear of the ship, and then back again over the deck. The sensitivity was

checked by dividing this change in distance by the change In output voltage as shown

in Figure 37.
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Table Bl - NIL INSTALLED TRANSDUCER SENSITIVITIES

KASUREENT SENSITIVITY SENSE

Collins Radar Range 14.50 ft/volt Increasing Range

@- .5° to Vertical

Collins Vertical Acceleration 1.855 ft/sec 2/volt Acceleration Up

Collins Horizontal Acceleration 3.240 ft/sec2/volt Acceleration to STBD

NP. Range 24.61 ft/volt Increasing Range

N'RL Vertical Acceleration 1.408 ft/sec 2/volt Acceleration Up

NRL Horizontal Acceleration 2.512 ft/sec 2/volt Acceleration to Port
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APPENDIX C

AEADE LOW FOR /V SJ. COR DATA RUNS

A list of the header logs for each of the runs taken during the 1981 trials is

provided in this append.x. The header los list the ship conditions, s2eed, heading

loction and draft as well as wind and wave conditions at the strt of each run.

Also included are remark statemewts which give additional information about the run.

The location in tarms of wrth latitude and vest longitude were obtained fron

the Loran C tracking receiver used onboard. Vessel speed was obtained by the mates

on watch by logging distance covered over a period of time. Direct speed was

obtainable from the Loran C but was considered unreliable. Vessel heading wwa read

directly from the ship's gyrocumpass. The wind speed and direction are the true

wind speed and direcion existing at the atart of aarh run. Wave height and direc-

tion are based won visual estimates of the predominant sea at the start of each

run. Sometimes t'e wave direction would be taken to be the same as the vinl direa-

tion if the wind direction had been steady for a long period of time as the waves

were building. The draft indicated in the header log was read off of the forward

draft meter as the ship was underway. The other drafts were usual.ly listed in the

remark stateaents. An error in drait readings is evident when the ship is unuerway

due to the affect of speed. True dralt readings were taken when the ship was nither

in port or passing through the locks at Sault SLe. Marie. Runs 1-5 were taken with

the esh:p ballasted between code 1 and code 2 W.th te-a drafts apm-oximately 13'10"

fw , 16'3" amid, and 19'7" aft. Runs 6-12, 25-40, and 47-57, were taken with the

ship in the loaded condition, with true drafts 27'0" fwd, 27'0" amid and 27'0" aft.

The remainiug runs 13-24 and run 41 were taken with the ship in thL code 1 ballast

condition, with true drafts 12'5" fwd, 15'8" amid, and 19'6" aft, These and other

draft conditions are liwted in Table C1.
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"'" TABLE C1 - CORT D,,TS FOR LOAD/BALLAST CONDITIONS

CONDITION LOG ENTRY DRAFT FWD DRAFT AMID DRAFT AFT

.al!st Code 1 12'-12' 12' -5" 15' -3" 19'-6"

SaI.St Code 2 15 '1 6t 151-4" 16t-11" 19'-8"

Ballast Code 3 17'-18' 17'-O" 18'-11" 211-3"

Ballast Code 4 19'-20' 20'-7" 20'-7' 22-'0"

Sbip Loaded 27' 27'-0" 27'-o' 27'-0"

40
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